
MyKobold App



Overview: 

• Dedicated Kobold app 

• Having one app for all Kobold products and services (not only for the 

Kobold robot) 

• The new VR-Robot App

Summary
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MyKobold
Overview of app
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The app user can add all the 

devices of Kobold he/she owns

*The app user can 

manually add you as an 

advisor so they can get in 

touch in case of anything 

(such as demonstrations, 

new products needed etc,) 

or they can get in touch 

with Customer Service

The last tab (More) is simply to 

report a problem or give feedback. 

*The store finder in this sections will 

show you where the closest store is 

from your current location

*Disclaimer: Not all countries have this feature



My Devices 
General Overview

Disclaimer: The amount of devices which the app user can 

select can vary greatly from country to country, depending on 

the product range offered
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Click to add 

a new 

Kobold 

device

Add 

whatever 

device you 

own



MyKobold

MyDevices MyProfile
Feedback/

Report Issue
Get Item

The customer can

add his devices in 

this app

The customer can 

create a profile and 

store his contact 

details there

If the customer needs 

accessories he/she will 

be directed to the 

special accessories

The customer can

give us a feedback

or he/she can report

issues



Potential customer questions

What are the app’s main features?

How many Kobold devices can I set up in the app?

Can I set up more than one of the same type of 

device (e.g. two robots)?

When adding devices, it is not possible to add “old” 

devices, such as VK150 and its accessories, why?

In the app, you can find out everything about your own Kobold 

products, their applications and, above all, their care. As a Kobold 

customer, this will enable you to get the best from your Kobold 

products and to enjoy them for a long time to come.

The app has no limit. You can set up as many 

Kobold devices as you want.

Yes. The app allows several of the same type of device to be set 

up. The app stores each (similar) device with a different profile. This 

means that each (similar) device can be configured individually.

We support only most actual device generations. It is not very likely 

that a VK150 user will really show interest to the app. If there is a 

strong wish older product can be added later.



MyKobold International
Login



Account Creation

Create a new Account
Start registration by

selecting your country

Confirm Privacy Policy 

and ToS

Change the country of 

residence



Account Creation

Enter your E-Mail 

Address to create the

Account

Submit your E-Mail 

Address to receive the

Code

Enter the Code you

received in a seperate E-

Mail



Account Creation

After entering the Code you can add your devices



Potential customer questions

What information can/must I provide in my profile?

Can I store more than one phone number?

Can I subsequently deactivate the sharing of my 

location?

How do I delete my profile?

In the “Info” section, in addition to your name and address, you can 

also enter your contact details (email address and phone number). 

You can also add an image and specify your preferred contact 

method and contact time under “Settings”.

This option is not planned at the moment, but we 

always welcome suggestions for features that we 

could include in the MyKobold app in future.

You can cancel access to location information by 

withdrawing consent for the MyKobold app in the 

app settings on your smartphone/tablet.

You can delete your profile at any time under “My 

profile”. Just click on the three dots at the top right 

of the screen and then select “Delete account”.

Can I manage several profiles on one device?

This option is not planned at the moment, but we 

always welcome suggestions for features that we 

could include in the MyKobold app in future.



MyKobold
MyDevices

In this section you can add the devices and unlock the 

different subcategories



MyKobold
MyDevices – Device Details Accessoires

Maintenace

Items

Consumables

The following Kobold devices can be configured in the app:

•Upright vacuum cleaners (VK models)

•Canister vacuum cleaners (VT models)

•Cordless handheld vacuum cleaners (VC100)

•Window cleaners (VG100)

•Robot vacuum cleaners (VR models)

•Cordless vacuum cleaners (VB100)

How-to Area



MyKobold
MyDevices - Mainscreen

How-to area. The customer 

receives useful tips on how 

to work with the device.

The customer can 

remove the device or 

call up the manual



Potential customer questions

Will it be possible to relocate the devices after 

adding them in the app? 

Why am I not able to add electric brushes or 

vacuum mops under “Add main devices”?

Why can I only add one electric brush/vacuum 

mop/etc.?

How can I find the particular consumables I need 

(filter bags, etc.)?

At the moment devices are shown in the order with 

the “latest added at the top” logic. 

You can only add main devices like the Kobold VK or Tiger VT in this 

section. Attachments can be added when you open the respective 

main device. You will then find electric brushes, etc., under 

“Attachments”.

This is a temporary limit that we are currently working on. We 

recommend that you add the most recent model of each. You can 

remove an attachment by opening it under “Attachments”, clicking on 

the three dots at the top right and selecting “Remove product”.

You need to select the individual device in the app that you added 

previously (if you haven’t yet added a device, see “How do I set up 

my devices?”) Then click on the “Consumables” button and you will 

be able to see which consumables belong to your device.



Add VR300

If the customer has already 

used the VR-Robot app, he 

can easily import the device

You can select between the 

VR200 and VR300 when 

setting up the VR robot



Add VR300

After the customer has decided 

for a robot, the integration 

process begins

The VR is delivered with Wifi

switched off so the customer 

has to activate it first.

The next step is to set up the 

VR as an AccessPoint



Add VR300

Important: For iOS smartphones, the 

customer himself switches to the 

settings to create a connection with 

the robot

By clicking on VR-Robot, the VR-Robot connects to the smartphone and creates a connection to connect 

to Wifi. 



Add VR300

Select the network
Now the password of the

selected network must be

entered

If the customer forgot his Wifi-Password, he can find it in 

his router. The most common IP address for a router is: 

192.168.1.1, 

192.168.2.1

192.168.178.1.

The password to access the router, if the customer has 

not changed it, is on the back of the router. 



Add VR300

Assignment of the name 

for the VR300. Always 

handsome is "Sven"

At this point the initialization process begins with

the WLan of the customer

If a customer has

difficulty

connecting to the

server, it's mostly

related to the

security settings in 

the router



MyKobold
MyDevices – Robot

Feature of MyKobold for VR300



Main Screen VR300

The Main Screen informs about the current status of the

Robot:

• What is the Robot‘s status? (here: I am ready)

• What is the battery status? (here:~66%)



Create a FloorPlan

Click on Create a 

FloorPlan

The customer 

receives a few tips 

on how to create 

the FloorPlan

This is also the 

case when the 

device starts 

As well as a 

notification when 

the robot is ready



Create a FloorPlan

Once the FloorPlan has been created by the robot, a name can be set



Create a FloorPlan

Two more plans can be 

added after a floor plan is 

created

You can save three plans, 

then delete one if you want 

to create a new one

The customer should first 

create a FloorPlan in one room 

so that he can see that it works. 

Depending on the size and 

condition of the apartment, this 

may lead to further questions.

It is also very important that the 

apartment is prepared for it. 

This means that all doors 

should be open, narrow 

passageways should be 

cleared and objects should be 

lifted from the floor.



No-Go-Lines and Zones

• Multiple floor plans allow you to clean with No-Go Lines and Zones on more than one floor. If you have a home with 

multiple levels, you will be able to store a floor plan and add No-Go Lines for up to three level. Similarly if you have 

multiple flats and you take and use your robot from flat to flat, then you can create a floor plan for each flat, up to three in

total.

• To clean with Zones and No-Go lines, you must start the cleaning using the Kobold Robot app, and the robot must start 

from the charge base. The charge base must be located in the same location where you created the floor plan. By doing 

this, the robot vacuum will automatically recognize the floor plan it is in. For the best experience, we highly recommend 

that you purchase an additional charge base for each floor.



Potential customer questions

Why do I have to share my location during the 

integration process in order to connect my VR 

robot?

How can I create a floor plan?

Where can I make changes to no-go lines or zones?

How can I rename a floor plan?

This is a requirement associated with iOS 13 to enable the 

app to connect with your WiFi as well as the VR robot. Your 

location will not be used or analyzed by us in any way.

You can create an initial floor plan via the “Create floor plan” tile. 

Otherwise, you can also create another floor plan via the drop-down 

arrow at the top center of the “Cleaning area” tile.

Go to “Cleaning area” and tap on the pencil icon at 

the top right. Select no-go lines or zones, depending 

on what you want to edit.

In the “Cleaning area” section, select the particular floor plan at the 

top center of the screen. Tap on the pencil icon in the top right corner 

and then select the three dots at the top right. There, click on 

“Rename floor plan” and enter the new name.

What is zone cleaning?

Zones are rectangular areas defined by the user for the 

robot to clean. These zones can be created and named 

within a floor plan. In the “Cleaning area” section, you can 

either click on the required zone or outside the floor plan to 

clean all areas. Once a particular zone has been selected, 

the robot will only clean that area.



VR300 – No-Go-Lines

At this stage the customer can 

switch between 

zone cleaning and

no-go lines

With one click on Create 

No-Go-Lines an almost 

infinite number of No-Go-

Lines can be created

By zooming in you can 

work very precisely to 

place No-Go-Lines



Cleaning Zones Basic

Zone cleaning allows you to tell the robot to clean a specific area on-demand. 

After you let your robot explore your flat and create a floor plan, you can add no-go lines and zones to your floor 

plan.

Each floor plan has a limit of 50 zones and no-go lines combined. For example if you have 10 no-go lines, then you 

can create up to 40 zones on that floor plan.



VR 300 – Cleaning Zones

The change to zones 

allows you to create 

specific cleaning zones

These zones can then 

be named to include 

them in the schedule, for 

example.

There is a certain 

number of different 

names



Feature VR300 – Spot cleaning

If the customer then clicks on 

option, he can use further 

features

For a better cleaning he can 

choose if the area should be 

cleaned twice. Furthermore 

the spot area can be 

increased or reduced



VR 300 – Manuell Cleaning

You then control the robot manually using the arrow 

buttons on the remote control that appears on your 

screen. To use this mode, it is imperative that you are in 

the same WiFi network as your robot



Feature VR300 – Schedule

Either "All Rooms" or only one zone can be selected per cleaning event.



Feature VR300 – Schedule

The customer can set a time 

schedule. If only a certain 

area is to be cleaned, this can 

be set.

When the customer clicks on 

Zone this special area can be 

selected



Potential customer questions

How can I create a schedule?

How can I carry out spot cleaning?

How can I carry out manual cleaning?

In the “Schedule” section, you can set the time that you 

want the robot to clean. You can specify on which days and 

in which zones the cleaning should be done and whether 

Eco mode should be used.

You can start this cleaning mode in the “Spot cleaning” section. An 

area of approx. 2 x 2 meters will then be thoroughly cleaned. You can 

specify whether Eco mode should be used and whether the spot area 

should be cleaned more than once. The size of the spot area can 

also be increased to 4 x 4 meters.

You can start this cleaning mode in the “Manual cleaning” section. 

You then control the robot manually using the arrow buttons on the 

remote control that appears on your screen. To use this mode, it is 

imperative that you are in the same WiFi network as your robot.



MyKobold International
Get Item

Customer can request 

help from the Customer 

Service

Customer can place an 

order through Customer 

Service

Customer can request a 

demo of a product 

through Customer 

Service

Customer can see the links to available omni-channel

options for the market like advisor, web-shop, closest

locations (shop, service points).



MyKobold International
More & Report Problem

Customer can trigger an email to

customer support of the local

market by shaking the phone or

going to the more menu to find the

relevant menu items. The email 

contains a broad range of

automatically collected information

helpful for customer support such 

as app version, OS version, last 

steps in the app etc.



My Contact 
Customer Service

There are three different feautures in Customer Service:

- Ask for help

- Place an order

- Request a demo
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The app user can either call or email 

Customer Service


